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Pride needs to be taken in town 
 
Our Town has gone to grass (front page) 
 
Residents say grass verges are ‘disgrace’ (page 4) 
 
 
 
Royal Tunbridge Wells. A place to which visitors flock to relax and enjoy the picturesque 
surroundings of our historic Spa town.  
 
But the town is currently falling way below the standards expected of a town boasting the Royal prefix. 
 
Instead of pretty streets, eye-catching architecture and impressive shopping areas, tourists and 
residents alike are faced with having to trample through unwieldy verges across the area. 
 
The overgrown verges have temporarily – we hope – turned the town into an eyesore.  
 
Residents are proud of their environment, which is borne out by the fact that they are taking it upon themselves  
to mow the overgrown verges. They have been giving up their own time and using – and damaging -  
their own tools in order to make the area a more pleasant place. But they shouldn’t have to. 
 
Whatever contractual hand-over problems Kent County Council’s highways arm is offering as an excuse for  
the lapse in cutting the verges, the simple and unavoidable fact is that they look a disgrace. 
 
Now that complaints are flooding inform understandably angry residents, teams have been hastily dispatched  
to remedy the problem, but that does not excuse the delay. It is hardly as if grass growing in the spring is  
a new occurrence that has caught Kent Highways by surprise. Every previous year they have managed to keep 
the verges under control. 
 
But this year anyone visiting the town will no doubt be questioning whether standards have slipped  
in the once proud town of Tunbridge Wells. An aside from the potential damage to the town’s 
reputation, the more worrying consequence of the unkempt verges is that they can reduce  
driver visibility at roundabouts and junctions. 
 
Perhaps the overwhelming detail, however, to have emerged through the long grass is that  
Kent Highways only schedules in a single cut each year. This seems an absurdly measly commitment 
to keeping Tunbridge Wells in pristine order, and perhaps we should consider ourselves lucky  
to have not been thrust into this position before. 
 
As we all know from battling to manage our own gardens, an annual cut is nowhere near sufficient  
to keep verges in check.  
 
Undoubtedly it is time for the county council to get together with their counterparts at the borough 
council to improve the situation for previous years. 
 
The verges may not rank alongside weighty issues such as the new hospital or parking charges,  
but residents take pride in their town. 
 
It’s about time their leaders followed their example. 


